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Foreword

lbcaes Millen, Deputy Director for Rehabilitative Services

of the Neu/York State Division for Youth (rm recognized that

DFY is an agency in transition. He, therefore, charged the

Associate reputy Director for Rehabilitative Services with the

responsibility of prewing an issue paper that focuses on

Juvenile Justice vs. Child Care.

The Committee ontlental Health Services Inside and Outside

the Family Court in New York City prepared a report in 1970,

entitled Jimenile Justice Confounded: Pretensions and Realities

of Treatment Services. The write: of this paper found that many

of the Problems noted in 1970 still exist today.

This paper attempts to place the agency in perspective from

its inception as a Youth Service Commission in 1945 up to the

present - 1978.

A hut= service agency in many, ways is like any business

enterprise. It is affected by community values, legislative

mandates and it exists within a dynamic society that is constantly

changing. Therefore, DFY must re-assess its role as a human

service agency that provides services for troubled youth. The

agency must re-formulate its root strategy and its mission in

response to present day demands. This paper will undoubtedly

raise more questions than it answers. Therefore, its purpose is

to get pecple to think and plan within the context of the emviron-

ment that faces Juvenile Justice and Child Care Agencies.

Frederick D. Bedell
November 1978
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I. HISTOR/CAL PERSPECTIVE - The Evolutian of Rehabilitative Sexv: at.;

Since the establishment as the Temporary State Youth

Commission in 1945, with responsibilities in the area of providing

technical and financial support to youth progragb in calamities

across the State, the Division for Youthhas evolved into an

umbrella agency providing a wide range of programs and services

for all young people. Chapter 881 of the Laws of 1960 created a

nemr progrmn aimed at juvenile delinquency and youth problems.

One inportant aspect of this program was the creation of a

Division for Youth in the Executive Department.

Legislation enacted in 1971 transferred, effective July 1,

1971, the State Training School Systmm from the repartment of

Social Services to the Division for Youth. This transfer reflected

the State's decision to consolidate all youth-related activities

into a single agency to provide maximal coordination of the

State's responsibilities for youth programs.

The New York State Training School System had at the time

(1971) twelve training schools that provided care aad treatment

for children placed or committed as delinquent or as PINS. The

training school systemgrew out of a need for more institutional

care by local calamities throughout the State. Four of the nine

institutions that served Ned York City were established by statute,

were run by superintendents and had a Board of Visitors (appointed

by the Governor) and were charged with the responsibility to

report reguLarly on the oondition of the schools. The regaining

five were established as annexes to the schools, rather than by

statute. The schools at that time were Amenia, Brookwood, Goshen,

Persons in Need of Supervision
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Highland, Hudson, Otisville, Overbrodk, South Kortright and

WerwiCk, Tryon, Industry and New Haupt=

Prior to the transfer, the Division was responsible only for

youths in the age group 15 through 17, who were admitted to resi-

dential facilities at the discretion of 'the Division. Thus, the

Division's major new responsibilities included the rehabilitation

of all youth adjudicated as juvenile delinquents or persons in

need of supervision between the ages of 7 and 17, who were placed

or oamMitted to the agency by the Family Courts.

The new program of the Division for Youth was concw-ved in

the light of,the nultitude of other institutional resources in

New York State provided by the Departments of Social Welfare,

Mental Hygiene and Corrections and by many private agencies. Tile

services of the Division were established so as not to duplicate,

overlap or ccepete with these programs. The institutional program

of the Division for Youth was designed to provide the State with

a flexible, aggressive, experimental set of resources to deronstrate

and evaluate new techniqtes in the area of youth service and

delincrvancy prevention.
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Tne Laws of 1960 (Chapter 880) also provided for:

the establishment of Youth ty and Youth
Rehabilitation Centers for the care, treatment,
education, rihabilitation and guidance of youth
who have raadhed the age of fifteen years but
have not reached the age of eighteen years and
whose behavior indicates they will benefit from
the programs offered at sudh centers.

Youth =WA be enrolled in an Opportunity Center without

a court procedure but upon written consent of a duly authorized

agency as well as parental =NM= via a voluntary referral pro-

cess.' Youth could be referred to the Rehabilitation Center phase

through Courts pending final disposition of their cases or as a

condition of prObation following adjudication. There %sere four

propceed types of prograas within the Opportunity and Rehabilitation

phases: the Youth Division Camp Program, the Short Term Adolescent

Residential Treatcent Program (START), the Youth Divisicn Hoae

Program and the Reporting and Aftercare program.

The year 1973 prowd to be significant in the areas of

legislative reform and legal action taken against DFY. Effective

July, 1973, the Executive Law of the State of New York provided

for the designation of all DFY facilities into tdo types,

Title II or Title III. Title II facilities were those types of

prograns that the agency had operationalized prior to the merger

and were non-institutional arKVor coununity-oriented in nature

(Camps, STARTS, Group Homes and Youth Development Centers).

Title III becalm the designation for the training schools and

cvnters previously under DSS jurisdiction. This further had an

impact on the potential placement for a youngster. A Title III
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PINS or JD desigmstion could conceivably be placed in either a

Title III or Title II facility but a Title II PINS or JD desigpation

could only be placed in a Title II pmgran.

A legal action was taken against DFY in the form of a State

Court of Appeals ruling (In re Ellery C.), which prohibited the

ccueingling of institutionalized Title III PINS and JD youth. This

ruling necessitated the designation of the Hudson, Highland and

Tryon Schools as PINS facilities and Warwick and Industry as JD

facilities.

FINS deinstitutionalization gained.mxnentun as a new

administration came to the agency. Emphasis was placed on the

creation of coumunity-based alternative programs, an increase in

the use of private and vauntary agencies, the development of

prognmn options made possible by the Alternatives Grant from LEAA.

All of this was highlighted by the ever-increasing need to provide

secure placemmnts within the agency for the Title III JDs and

designated felons with restrictive placements.

With the 'aforementioned as background data, if one were to

summarize the function of the Division for Youth, the following

description sculd probably be an accurate assessment:

Part of the Executive Brandh of State Government, the

Division for Youth today has responsibility in the areas of youth

rehabilitation, youth developmer t. and delinquency prevention,

relationships to voluntary child-caring agencies, youth detention

services, foster care, community involverent and community

education.
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The Division for Youth provides a broad range of residential

and non-residential youth rehabilitation programs for youths mainly

between the ages of 12-17 who are in need of supportive services

and innovative intervention, including formative and constructive

living experiences, education and basic employment orientation,

and professional treatment and counseling services.

Boys and girls in - or on the brink of - trouble come under

the care of the Division in the follcraing ways:

1. through placement by dhe Family Courts after adjudica-

tion as a "Person in Need of Supervision (PINS)" or

as a "juvenile delinquent;"

2. upon referral by the Family Courts and the adolescent

sections of adult courts as a condition of probation; or

3. voluntarily upon referral by duly authorized ptblic or

private agencies.

Settings in which these youths are placed by the Division

range from fardly foster care and small 7-bed urban hoaes to the

larger self-contained schools at Industry and Tryon and locked

facilities like Goshen and Brookwood. With varying program

emphasis for eadh type of facility, each designed to best serve

particular categories of young people, the Division is able to

provide appropriate intervention services to all young people

who come into its (are.

The second major area of Division for Youth activity is

the Youth Development/Delinquency
Prevention Program which makes

available some $17.5 million in State aid for the development and
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expansion of a wide range of locally administered youth recreation

and youth service programs. In 1976, scme 1,262 municipalities

offered youth programs in ccnjunction with the Division for Youth.

The Division also regulates and reimburses for juvenile detention

services at the local level, and reinburses for care of juvenile

and PINS children by voluntary agencies.

this background data, the evaluation of DFY as a,Youth

Service Agéncy is placed in perspective. We must now examdne the

external forces that have had an impact on the policies and

progrmn direct'Ins of the Agency. In particular, let us look at

the effect of jumenile laws on the direction(s) of DFY.

1 2
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II. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

A. THE GOURTS(1)

'fiThe first Juvenile Court in the United States was set up in

Illinois in 1899; until that time, Children of all ages were sent

to courts and jails with adults. The reformers of that period

were concerned about the effects on Children of being treated

like adults and being jailed with adult criminals. They felt

that children should receive special treatment -- that special

oourts should be establidhed to act in the best interests of the

child; this ifdOctrine, commonly referred to as parens patriae,

maintained that a kindly and wise judge, rather than trying to

determine guilt and ptnishimnt, should act as a kind of sUbstitute

parent, should take the child's age and inexperialce into can-
t

sideration, and should then set up a program Lir the child that

would be in his best interests.

"In the juvenile court, there would be no need for lawyers,

as the judge himself would be acting for the child. Hearings
alb

Iculd be private and informal, records would be oanfidential;

children would be treated not as criminals, but as 'wayward

children'. The object of the court proceedings would be to

investigate, deteradne the problem and prescribe a suitable

course of treatment for the child.
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'141 1964, Gerald Gault, a 15-year old boy in Arizona, wai /

picked up by the County Sheriff. A, neighbor of Gerald's had

called the police and told them that Gerald had made an obscene

phone call to her. Gerald was picked up at about 10 a.m. when

both his parents were at uvrk. NO notice was left for his parents

as to his whereabouts, and no efforts were nade to inform than

later on that he hadl been, in effect, arrested. Gerald was taken

to the Children's Detention Home where his mother fin4ly located

him at about 6 p.m. Sha was told that Gerald should appear at a

hearing the folladiRg day. A petition was filed by a probation

officer, accusing Gerald of being a delinquent minor, but-not

explaining why. The family was not shoWn the petition.

"At that hearing, the neighbor did not appear. Gerald had

no attorney. No transcript was made of the hearing, and there

was, subsequently, conflicting testZmony as to whether Gerald

admitted having made the phone call. The judge said he uvuld

'think about it' and scheduled a secced hearing for the follading

week. Gerald was sent back to the Detention Hcae.

"At the conclusion of a second, similar hearing, Gerald was

oommitted to the State Industrial School as a juvenile delinquent

'for the period of his ndnority (that is, for six years until he

uas 21), unless sooner discharged by due process of law'. If

Gerald had been 18, and if he had been found guilty under the

Arizona Criminal Code of nraking the obscene phone call, he could

have received a fine of $5 to $50 or been imprisoned for not more

than two months.
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"Arizona Law does not permit an appeal in juvenile cases, so

Gerald's family filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus with

the Supreme Oaurt of Arizona. At the hearing which followed, the

Juvenile Court judge who had committed Gerald testified that he

had done so because Gerald was a delinquent uto was 'habitually

involved in immoral matters%

"Asked about the basis for (this oanclusion),
the judge testified, sameWhat vaguely, that
two years earlier, on July 2, 1962, a 'referral'
was mode concerning Gerald, 'where the boy had
stolen a baseball glove from another boy and
lied to the Police repartment about it'. The
judge said there was 'no hearing', and
'no accusation' relating ta this incident,
'becamse of lack of material foundation'.
But it seems to have remained in his mind as
a relevant factor. The judge also testified
that Gerald had admitted making other nuisance
phone calls in the past which, as the judge
recalled the boy's testimony, were silly
calls, or funny calls, or something like
that.

The Supreme Court of Arizona dismissed the writ, and the case was

then taken to the United States Supreme Court which, in a ia.:+nark

decision, gave Gerald his freedom.

"In 1967, the Supreme Court ruled in the Gault case that a

jtmenile was entitled to:

1. Notice of the Charges

2. Right to counsel

3. Right to confrontation and cross-examination of
witnesses, and,

4. Privilege against self-incrimination

"With this ruling, the Supreme Court in effect restored to

children some of the provisions of the Bill of Rights that had

been traded away for the protection of the 'wise and kindly judge' "

15
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B. Other Supreme Court Decisions

In 1966, the Swrene Court, which had made no previous rulings

concerning the jumenile courts, ruled in Kent V. Wited States that

"the basic requirements of due process and fairness" must be met

in jumenile proceedings. Justice Fortes, speaking for the majority,

said:

"There is evidence...that there may be grounds
far concern that the child receives the umrst
of both uorlds: that he gets neither the
protections accorded to adults nor the
solicitous care and regenerative treatment
postulated for children".

In the Winship case, in 1970, the apreme Court ruled that

children have the right to have their delinquency proved "beyond

a reasonable doubt", rather than "on a preponderance of the evidence".

However, it had thus far failed to establish any minium guidelines

in regard to the right to care or treatment of dhildren deprived of

their freedam. While explicitly excluding from the coapass of its

decision both pre- and post-adjudicatory procedures, the Supreme

Court in Gault referred to lower court cases indicating "that

appropriate treatment is essential to the validity of juvenile

custody". Still, the question of appropriate treatment was left

for another day with only warning notes of dicta.

The New York Family Court Act
(2)

goes further. It clearly

sets forth its purpose concerning children alleged to be delinquent

or persons in need of supervision as twofold:

The purpose of this article is to provide a due
process of Law (a) for considering a claim that
a person is a juvenile delinquent or a person
in need of supervision and (b) for devising an.
appropriate order of disposition for any person
adjudged a juvenile delinquent or in need of
supervision.

6



The New York Act thus mandates two co-equal purposes;

procedural due process and appropriate disposition. In subsequent

sections, "dispositianal hearing" is defined as a hearing to

determine idiether a dhild found to be delinquent "requires supervision,

treatment, or confinement" and whether a child found to be in need

of supervision "requires supervision or treatment". Thus there is

a legislative mandate that where treatment is necessary, it shall

be provided for delinquents. In regard to persons found to be in

need of supervision, the deprivation of freedom is authorized only

if placement provides treatment.

Requirements for procedural due process were spelled out in

the Family Court Act. In contrast, those sections of the Act directed

to the implementation of requirements for making appropriate dispo-

sitional orders were not spelled out and were limited. In addition

to requiring a probation service in eadh_county, the Act provided

only that "the Family Court in any county shall have such other

auxiliary services as will serve the purposes of this act and as are

within its authorized appropriations".

The Family Court was also authorized to seek the cooperation

of all public and private agencies in order "to give the dh dren

within its jurisdiction such care, protection and assistance as

will best enhance their welfare". Authorization without power

to secure cooperation hss confronted the Court with the major .

obstacle to making appropriate orders of disposition as mandated

by the Act.

C. Recent New York Legislation

In 1976, the 5tate Legislature enacted the Juvenile Justice

Reform Act (JJRA) as an alternative means of handling youth

17
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fourteen or fifteen years of age at the time of commission of more

serious offenses. Offenses defined in the Act have been termed

"designated felonies" and youths adjudicated for them nay be given

"restrictive placement" in DFY settings for three or five years,

depending on the specific offense cammitted.

The Act specifies the court procedures which apply in such

instances; mandates the DFY to prepare a master plan to implement

the act; defines the term "secure facility" and implies that the

DFY designate secure facilities for the pt.mposes of the JJRA;

specifies the services to be provided in such facilities; mandates

the development of regulations governing secure facilities,

restrictive placement of juveniles, and the hearing that will

take place when a youth is placed in or transferred to a secure

facility; requires the establishment of a oammittee to review

plans for the care, treatment, services and supervision of each

youth under restrictive placement; mandates the DFY to report to

the court on the status, adjustment and progress of each youth

under such placement at six-manth intervals, and requires the

Division to provide intensive supervisian of such youths whenever

they are not in a secure or residential DFY facility.

DFY developed and filed a nester plan as required. Inple-

nentation details were spelled out in an amended Classified and

Restrictive Cases procedure designed to regulate the treatment

of youths given restrictive placements by judges of the Family

Court under JJRA and those who have conmitted designated felonies

but who have been placed with the DFY for 18 nonths. The JJRA

of 1976 becaue effective February 1, 1977.

is
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D. Classified Gabes and JJRA

DFY's ClassifLeaCases procedure %as promulgated in May,

1976. It superceded the Sensitive Case procedure which had been

established earlier for youths %to were 15 ana alder at the time

of commission of more serious offenses. It was in turn amended .

after the JaAwas enacted.

The categorization of certain youths as Classiied Cases

recognizes the fact that youths who have ccamitted certain serious

offenses require special consideration for the following reasons:

1. they usy represent a very real danger to the ccumunity;

'2. there may be strong negative commnity attitudes
concerning their past offense(s); and

3. their own. needs may require a program of
special care involving unme intensive
supervision and treatment and a longer
length of stay. .

The procedure involves identification of offenses for which

youths would be classified, steps required to classify the youth,

facilities to which such youths could be assigned, required

length of stay, nature of, supervision to be provided, schedule

of hone visits, required Counseling services, release procedures,

and bases won which suCh youths usy be declassified.

E. Transfer Board and Fenner Stipulagm

The Trwasfer Board, established in 1973, continued to

function during 1976. A. usjor change occurred in its function

that year with the wgplication of the Fenner Hearing procedure

to Industry sad Tryon Schools, so denominated because it stemmed

from litigation brought against DFY in case bearing the naue of \

Fenner. As currently api.ilied, the Fenner Stipulation provides a set

of rules governing dhe transfer of Title III juvenile delinquents frcxn

DFY Title III and certain Title II facilities to Title III secure centers.

19
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The rules specify that a Child may be transferred to a secure

center when:

1. The child has been shown to be exceptionally
dangerous to himself or to others during
placement with DFY;

2. The child bas &Inman:at:es:I by a pattern of
behavior while with DFY that a more structured
setting is needed;

3. A Child is in need of protection from other children.

The rules further outline the procedure to be followed in

each transfer situation and the responsibilities of the.Hearing

Officer. During 1976, 41 Fenner Hearings were held with 32

transfers approved.

The application of the Fenner Hearing to transfer situations

altered the role of the Transfer Board. Although the Transfer

Board regulations were originally designed for youths being

transferred fron an open facility to a secure center, that matter

now beta= the role\of the Fenner process and the Board came to be

dealing primarily with requests for youths to be placed in secure

facilities directly fnoai court and for those wbo were being

fteturned under release revocation procedures. Criteria for these

secure placeaents thcluded the following:

1. The child constitutes a serious and evident,
danger to himelf and to others to such an
extent that his health and safety cannot be
protected in an open program and the secure
center is the only alternative; .

2. The child cannot be treated or rehabilitated
in an open setting due to these circuastances:

a. the treatment resources at the open fatii.lity
are inadequate for that particular chilod and
the secure center is the only alternative.

20
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b. the child is aggressive and has established
a pattern of absconding. Ibis, together
with other probleae with which the facility
cannot adequately cope has 'rendered that
youngster unreceptive and Lmavailable for
treatment. Weak, passive children who
abscond sbouldbe considered for transfer
to other open programs, if necessary.

During 1976, 64 caSes were reviewed by the Transfer Board.

Fifty were approved, nine denied, and five requests were withdrawn.

F. 1978 Legislation

Itea major Juvenile justice laws were enacted in the regular

and special 1978 legislative aessiona, first, a new "Juvenile

Cffender" classification is created to provide for the processing

of certain juveniles, from Ages 13 through 15 in the adult oaurts

where the coanission of a violent felony act is alleged. The

proceedings can be transferred back to the Family Court, but if the

natter proceeds all the way to sentencing in the adult court, these

juveniles will be sentenced as provided in the new law, and will be

initially placed with the Division in a secure facility. Amendments

to the awenile Justice ReforniAct of 1976 were also enacted as the

Juvenile Justice Reform Amendment of 1978. These amendments broaden

the definition of Designated Felony Act to cover 13 year olds who

are charged with certain serious offenses, such as murder, first

degree arson, first degree rape, and provide Designated Felony Act

coverage for certain repeat offenders. In addition, for the first

time, the Fauily Court is authorized to provide the Division with

,the option to flake a direct placenent to a secure facility.

In addition to the above trma major pieces, other legislation

has been enacted to restrict hone visits, automatically extend
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time for placement of AWDLS, prohibit waiver of counsel by a yruth

charged as a PINS or J.D., and to prohibit the confinement of

PINS children in secuxe detention in counties where the Division

certifies the availability of adequate non-secure detention.

22
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III. DIVISION MR YOUTH CLIENTELE

New York State has relied on a network of private and

%voluntary agencies to provide care for a large number of children

away from their homes. Children found to be delinquent, neglected,

in reed of supervision, and/or volultary services were placed into

the child care systems via a variety of referral sources. The

largest number of 7ouths placed with the Dtvision fall into the

Juvenile Delinquency (JD) and Person(s) in Need of Supervision

(PINS) categories. Al Juvenile Delinquent is a child betwen the

ages of seven and sixteen who is found to have committed an act

that is a crime when cy-matted by an adult. A. Person in Need of

Supervision is a boy or girl under the age of sixteen found to be

incorrigible, out of control of lawful aUthority or a habitual truant.

A survey conducted by the Oymmittee on Mental Health Services

Inside and Outside the Family Court inNew York City, 1972(2)

indicated that the inadequacy of treatmnt services in New York

Scate hits hardest at poor children coming from broken fmmilies

and at a disproportionate number of non-white dhildren. The

conLributing causes to delinquency hame been cited in many

references culled from the literature in the field. If one were

to look at one major cause or factor, this writer would have to

ciEe poverty. The individual response to the lack of opportunity,

disrupted family life, ineffectilm schools, a demeaning welfare

system, and the lack of jobs produces the hopelessness of the youths

in the Juvenile Justice System. The largest percentage of DFY

youth cone fnmn an areas. The deterioration of the cities
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is excerbated by what Vernal, Jordan (3) describes as the new

negativism, making the situation more hopeless if that is possible.

, Jordan describes the new negativisn as anti-social in nature,

suffocating the hopes of poor people and minorities. The new

negativism surfaces around key issues like taxes, inflation,

affirmative action are urban aid. Jordan says that it is a

reactionary counter-revolution against positive social change.

Today's youtkpowing up in this anti-social climate exemplify

feelings of passivity, rage, worthlessness, and futility which

render the individual less capable of takiiig advantage of the

meager opportunities that are available. The end result is crire.

The Child Care Systemparallels the public school system

in urban areas in that the affluent (people with resources), the

ethnic majority, have cpticas to educate their childran outside

of the public sysnmn. Wider use is made of private and parochial

schools. The public system must absorb the less-affluent and

mdnorities. .So it is Taith the Child Care and Juvenile Justice

system -- the public agencies have to provide services fore

disparate numbers of minority youth.

Dr. Jerome Miller, former Ccemissioner of Youth Services

for the State of Massachusetts elevates the issue of private

vs. public care to the socio-political realm. Public institu-

tions have always been reserved for the poor and the poor hame

no other option.

4
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A. Juvenile Arrest Data*

1. General Arrest Data
\

awenile arrest data for 1976, when compared to available

1975 data as well as 1975-76 data on arrest figures for the

16-24 year olds, show the following:

For all offenses, when grouped, arrests increased

for the juvenile (15 years and youlger) population by

20.6 percent over 1975; increased by 14.5 percent for

the 16-19 year old group; and increased by 24 6

percent of the 20-24 year old population in 1976 over

1975.

For violent offenses (i.e., murder, negligent

manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated

assault, and arson), jumenile arrests decreased

by 12.08 percent in 1976 over 1975 arrests;

-decreased by .46 percent for the 16-19 year old

group and decreased by 6.90 percent for the

20-24 year old population during 1976 over

1975 arrests.

For UCR Part I offenses (i.e., murder, negligent

manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated

assault, burglary, larceny, theft and motor

vehicle theft) juvenile arrests increased by

1..45 percent in 1976 over 1975; increased by

1.75 percent for the 16-19 year old population

and by 1.12 percent for the 20-24 year old group

in 1976 over 1975.

*State data

25
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2. Violent Arrest Data

Arrest rates per 1,000 population for violent offenses

during 1976 increased as aga increased for the juvenile population

reaching its peak among 15-year olds. The rate continued to rise

with the 16 and 17 year old population and began dropping from

18 years on through the 24 year old group. The 16-19 age category,

though, showed the highest rates followed by the 15 year old group.

Juvenile arrests for violent offensestotaled 8,305* during

1976 and represented 7.30 percent of arrests for all offenses

within that population. The arrests total for violent offenses

within the 16-19 year old group was 13,288* representing 9.11

percent of arrests for all offenses within that group and the

20-24 year old groupthad a total of 10,780* violent offianse

arrests which comprised 6.41 percent of all arrests within that

group. The total violent offense arrests for those 24 year olds

and trlder was 32,373 with juvenile arrests'cowrising 25.65

percent; the 16-19 year old comprising 41.05 percent; and the

20-24 year old =prising 33.30 percent of those arrests.

3. Fenale Arrest Data
-

The arrests data shcw that arrests of females for violent

offenses halve decreased in 1976 over 1975 for all ages, with

the exception of the 23-year old category which shoce.m.a less

than three percent increase. The greatest decrease for violent

*
Violent offense totals include arrest figures for arson.
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offense arrests among females was i*the juvenile category

(15 and under). Yet ,. when all offenses were taken as a whole,

the tamale distribution shaded slight increases in 1976 as age

increased with the greatest increase among 15-year olds and

declining thereafter, with substantial decreases in arrests frau
.r,

age 19 through 24.

The male distribution, on the other hand, generally increased

in 1976 over 1975 as age increased with the greatest increases in

the 20724 year old group for all offenses. The juvenile vele

population distribution sho!4ed increase in arrests as age increased,

peaking at age 15. The 16-19 year old group showed less increases

than the 15-year old category and was greater &cc age 19 through

24. For violent offenses, the juvenile mele population distribu-

tion showed decreases in 1976 over 1975. The 16-19 year old group

showed slight increases in 1976 for violent offense arrests and

the 19-24 age grouping showed decreases 'in 1976 when compared to

arrest figures for 1975.

4. Summary

In general, although arrest data show increases among the

24-year old and under, arreits for violent offenses have decreased

in 1976 over 1975. The greatest decrease in violent offense

arrests occurred'within the juvenile population (age 15 and

under) when coupared with the rest of the population. Arrest

figures for females in the jummile population showed substa%cial

decreases in violent offense arrests. Yet, arrests for all other

non-violent offenses showed marked increases as a whJJ..i.

2 7
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B. SUMMARY AND HIGHLIGHTS OF 1977 ,
MAKE ACTIVITY MR 1977 1/4'i

In 1977, the Division for Youth handled the following cases

at various stages of intake (see Chart I):

Fall-Off in placerrent of voluntary cases

Voluntary cases constituted 35 percent of cases referred,

27 percent of cases admitted to DFY services, and 19 percent of

cases placed in residential facilities.

Increase in proportion of delinquents and PINS

Juvenile delinquents made up 37 percent of the cases

referred, 43 percent of those admitted to DFY services, and 49

percent of cases placed in facilities. PINS cases similarly

increase in px?pcIrtion from referral to placement, although at

a more modest rate from 18 percent at referral to 20 percent at

placement.

Youthful Offenders =Lin fairly constant at five percent

of the referrals and six percent of placements.

Cther cases -- usually thost pending final court disposi-

ticc -- hold steady at five percent throughout referral,

admission aid placement. Mbst of these "other" cases will have

been subsequently adjudicated PINS or delinquents.

Regional Variations in Referral Admission and Placement
Patterns. (See Table 1)

s
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C. Reduction in p1acnt of voluntaries

The fall-off in voluntary cases from referral to placeuent,

with a concomitant increase in the proportion of JDs from referral

to placement, generally holds across the legions, but certain

patterns are sharpened among'Regions I and IV. Specifically,

with respect to voluntary cases, Region I received 46 percent of

its referrals in this category, while voluntary cases had fallen

to 24 percent arong Region I placements. Region IV received

34 percent of its referrals in the voluntary category and, among

cases placed, only 17 percent were voluntary.

D.Increatiofdelcnuents from\referral to_placement

All regions experienced a proportionate increase in

delinquents frcm referral through placerent, but Regions I and

IV had the sharpest proportionate increases. In Region I,

delinquents constituted 26 percent of cases referred and 37 per-

cent of cases placed in residential facilities.

In Region TV, delinquents increased from 46 percent of the

referrals to 63 percent of the placements.

Region II followed closely in proportionate gains in

delinquent placer_nts, with 35 percent at the referral stage and

42 percent at placement. Region III went frun138 percent

delinquents arong cases referred to a slight increase of 42 per-

cent among placements.
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NEW YORK STATE DIVISION FOR YOUTH
PERCENTAGE OF NN DI ADJUDICATION TYPES
IN THE REFERRAL-ADMISSION-PLACEMENT PHASES

1977

REGION REFERRAL

VOLUNTARY

PLACED REFERRAL

PINS

REFERRAL

JDs

PLACEADMISSION ADMISSION ADMISSIONDI,

46.2 39.5 24.3 17.6 19.4 24.5 26.2 30.0 36.7

II 27.7 20.9 18.3 24.1 25.6 26.6 34.7 39.9 41.6

III 21.7 15.2 17.5 25.4 26.9 25.2 38.4 42.6 41.6

IV 34.4 24.3 16.8 12.5 14.5 13.8 46.0 54.1 6.3.5

STATEWIDE 34.9 26.8 19.1 17.6 19.5 20.8 37.5 43.3 48.9

TOTALS 164.9 126.7 96.0 97.2 105.9 110.9 182.8 209.9 232.3
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'Ad udication Back round by Region

Admisston data for.1977 indicate that New York City sent 643 cases to
OFY facilities,,constituting 32 per cent of the toal of 2021 cases received
Statewide that year. Of the 643 cases, 64 per cent were juvenile delinquents
or restrictive placements. New York City accounted for 39 per cent of all
juvenile delinquents admitted that year to DFY as well as 71 per cent of the
restrictive placements.

Urban areas contributed a higher proportion of delinquents than did rural
areas. In addition, an analysis of the offense background of these delinquents
demonstrated that those from urban areas had more serious offenses and thlse
were more likely to be of a violent nature.

Ethnic Background

On May 31, 1978 -- a date chosen because it is generally free from
seasonal or holiday variations -- the ethnic pattern of cases in the dif-
ferent DFY facilities and services was as follows:

Spanish
White

Program Type No. %

Black
Wo. %

Surname
No.

Other
No. A

TOTAL
No. %

Camps
100_ 37.9 116 43.9 30 11.4 18 6.8 264 100.

Schools and
Centers 184 42.7 194 45.0 32 7.4 21 4.9 431 100.

Urban Homes 150 55.3 84 31.0 15 5.5 22 8.1 271 100.

LTTU 3 23.1 4 30.8 5 38.5 1 7.6 13 100.

START Centers 30 28.0 49 45.8 18 16.8 10 9.3 107 100.

Cooperative
Placements 94 57.7 42 25.8 9 5.5 18 11.0 163 100.

Youth Develop-
ment Centers 12 9.0 92 69.2 20 15.0 9 6.8 133 100.

Alternative
Residential 41 59.4 24 31.6 9 11.8 2 2.6 76 100.

Foster Care 169 45.5 141 38.0 30 8.1 31 8.4 371 100.

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL
783 42.8 746

,

40.8 168 9.2 132 7.2 1829 100.

Aftercare -4955 28.7 1606 48.3 513 15.4 254 7.6 3328 100.

TOTAL DFY 1738 33.7 2352 45.6 681 13.2 386 7.5 5157 100.

The table above demonstrates thatethnic patterns differ among the many types
of DFY services and facilities. These differences suggest either a need for
specialized programming or -- and not exclusively -- a need for placement
decisions to be based in part on considerations relating to the maintenance
of ethnic balances among the clientele.

32
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IV. 014AUNITY BASED PRocauninc

The Division's commitment to youth who could be served in \ff

programs in or near their homes was reflected in the Division's

efforts to establish Ccumunity-Based Programs
*

that would provide

a contintua of service delivery. The essential structUral element

in placing youth in the most appropriate program available was the

Youth Service TeamConcept.

The establishment of Youth Service Teams afforded eadh

youngster the advantage of a consultant relationship with a single

qualified individual who had a comprehensive trIderscandiag of his

or her personal situation and its needs. The individual, in turn,

could rely on the collective support of the rest of the Team, with

its varied strengths and experience.

Each teammember, in consulter/en with other Youth Service

Teammembers, &nd other appropriate staff, is responsible for

initial evaluation of the youth's incavidual needs, prescribing a

course of service and periodically evaluating the youth's progress

within the system. Elmry youth entering the care of the Division

for Youth, whether by referral or court placement, received a

conprehensive evaluation of his/her social educational, psycholog-

ical and medical needs before programming i initiated.

It should be re-enphasized that while the Division
was developing Conounity-Based Programs, it was
also expanding its secure facility capacity for
violent offenders.
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Regardless of the merits of appropriate placements of youth

in coaamity-based program, commnity resistance is acre apparent

than comnanity acceptance.

The coaaunity has rights too. An article, entitled "Youth

Crime" - Time Magazine, 1977(5), which is written as a reflection

of the public's perception about youth crhme, stated - "Youthful

criminals prey on the most defenseless victims - the very young, the

old, the lame amd the sick. Peccle who live in high riik areas dc,

not go out at night. They live behind locked doors. Crime is

decimating coamunities. Businesses are affected by the deterioratian

of neighborhocds. People stay away from 'downtaan' in blighted urban

areas because of the possibility of being 'ripped off'." Certainly

nobody wins in this situation. The comaunity reacts - "lock em

u?". Put yotir prisons there but not here. Do something - anything.

Just get the troublemaker out of here. Where do wm house our human

problems - in institutions? - in community programs? Atiarvard

Study cn recidivism(6) published findings that most offenders do

no worse in =amity-based programs than in institution programs

and no treatment model can claim to be effective with all offenders.
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No matter where an institution is located, which can be the

most\rural area or in the udddle of a neighboxhoodthat facility

makes an imact cn the surroUnding community. No program can function

in isolation. It must draw 12i-xesources frau scomwhere (staff,
1

services, etc.) and that is usually the locality where it is located.

Agmncies have attompted to accommodate clients in a variety of

settings that would offer a continuun of services. lbe umjority of

programs offered usually fall into two categories - Institutional

Programa and Commlity-Based Programs. *Robert B. Coates, in an

article written on Ommunity-Based Correction, 1976(7) notes

several dimensions that discpiminate between communitybased and

institution-based prograus which he lists as locatian, level of

control, public vs. private administration and the range of

services. He defines community as "the smallest local territory

that incorporates a network of relationships providing most of the

goods and services required by persons living within the boundaries

of the territory. These services include schools, employnent, food

distribution, banks, churches and sanitation services". The words

"coommity-based" connotate linkages betwen programs and the

community. The more a progran involves the client in conuunity

activities that are supportive to the program, the more it is

coununity-based. If clients cone from outside the community, the

35
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background of the clients must be considered in relaticcship to

the ccumunity and to the commit), utere the' client will return.

Comuunity-based prcgrams were promulgated and sold on several

asstuptions. Theoretically, ccumunity besed programs are uore

htuene, and less costly than their institution-based counterparts.

Ccemunity based programs are supposed to be in a. better position

to provide a reentry avenue for clients into the ccemunity because

of the clients' activities idthin the community. Various agencies

halm also made couurttments to commmities as they indicated that

programs developed in particular communities would serve those

couuunities. By =shelling a community's resources and providing

additional aid, a communit/ should be better able to handle and deal

with its own problems. Promises and commitments have been

broken by state agencies. Facilities designed for one population

end up serving an entirely different population. Clten the

commity is given an entire set of new prdalems and at the sane

time it is also left with the old problems which the community

based program was supposed to resolve amd/or minimize in the first

instance. Communities are skeptical about esiablishing programs

and are balking at any attempts by state agencies to establish

them.

Commnity-based corrections or institution-based corrections -

that is the question. Whichever program title we attach to a

facility, the base line is what does it do for the client and

society? In order to deter the offender, the following correctional

strategies should be assessed:

Punishwent - Punishrent should be meted out quickly and one end

result will be to make a crininal career too costly.
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Incapacitation - Protects society by removing the offender.

'Rehabilitation - Rehabilitaticn is based on the premise that some-

dhirm is wrong with the offender and he can be helped by natChing

his problems to a ireatmemt modality.

Re-integration - Offenders get into trouble because of situational

factors. The strategy is to assist the offender to oov with stresses

in his/her environment.

Advocacy - Agencies, institutions are encouraged to develop resources

to assist the client to cope with his environment. Mbre stress is

placed on dhe calmunity to change rather than the client.

Fran our research, it is apparent that no service nodel or

program categorization can claim to be effective with all offenders.

There is a need for a variety of service strategies for different

types of offenders. Caccunities have the right to be protected

from the offender. Agencies with the responsibility to provide

services for the offender mist recognize that right.

The Division for Youth developed a wide variety of commnity

programs through the assistance of two federal grants from the

Division of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS). The Division aade

a cormiarent to DCJS to provide an evaluation of its comunity

based programs that addresses the question of "effectiveness"

and "efficiency". To accoaplish the evaluation of community

based program, a research unit was developed and titled Community

Program Evaluation Unit (CPEU). The following section is taken

from: suamry'of a document of the Coarunity Program Evaluation

Impleventation Plan ,(8)which places the regionalization of the

Agency in perspective as to its efforts to provide a continuum

of services for its clients.

3 7
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A. NAT'URE OF THE PROBLEM

Many new directions in delinquency programming have been

enclotsed by theoreticians and practitioners in the last decade,

including aversion, minization of penetration, deinstitutionaliza-

don, camanity-based programming, differential treatment, anci more.

Unfortutately, the problem of extensive program development without

the benefit of careful conceptualization of theory, practice and

goals has continued to plague federal and state agencies. These

benefits would flow from the integration of evaluation research in

the planning process. Because this evaluation project begins at

the post-program development stage, the initial task of the evaluation

ralst be to detemrdne the theoretical bases of DFY's conninity-based

progratmdug. From these bases can be developed the standards on

Ighich to evaluate DFY's efforts.

B. EVAILATI193 anfUNTrY-BASED PROGRAMING

1. Intervention Theory

DFY intervenes in the lives of youngsters by means of its

program. The theoretical assumptions tnderlying Division progrit

development can nost aptly be considered parts of the theories

of connutity-based intervention and differential treataent. The

Division endorses the philosophy_of comnity-based program:mina

as nore humane, mare re7 'vont to yougsters, mare cost-effective

and Tore facilitating of re-integration of youngsters into their

comanity. While still conceptually undeveloped, cormunity-based

intervention as a theory of delinquency in.teriention encoupasses

several basic assumptions:
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I. That the handling of yotugsters in, or near their

home communities, realms the likelihood of

detachment from conventional reference points

(family, school, friends, etc.), sudh detachment

theorized by some to be related to delinquent

behavior.

2. That the handling of youngsters in or near their

home communities enhances the likelihood of

service delivery which is more relevant to

youngsters, since it occurs within the geographic

parameters of the yomgster's home territory,

and is sensitive to the peculiarities, idio-

syncracies and general atmosphere of that area.

3. That the handling of youngsters in, or near their

home communities, facilitates gradual re-entry

programming, thus permitting more sensitive and

accurate appraisals of readiness for progrmn

adjustment.

The Division has also adopted much Loth the theory of

differential treattrent. Briefly stumerized, this theory

argues that:

1. Offenders are not all alike; that is, they differ

from each other, not only in the form of their

offense or behavior, but also in the reascns

for and the meaning of the offense or behavior.

39
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2. Given these differences, intervention effectiveness

is dependent upon the delivery of services utich

are particularly relevant to different kinds of

youngsters, and thus usny kinds of services

uust-be available.

3. The servicing of youlgsters is therefore critically

dependent upce the assessment of youngsters' needs

at intake, supplementedwith periodic reassessment,

in order to assure the most effe4ive matching

of needs and services.

Both theories of comunity-based prograuming aLi

differential treatment must be considered theories and not

rigorously demonstrated facts of delinquency intervention.

The Division's endorsement of these broad theories of

intervention resulted in extensiNe program development

utich was based on these assumptions.

2. Operationalization

The key deNelopments resulting from the adoption of

courrunity-based intervention philosophy usre the creatian

of four geographic regions, and districts within regions,

across the state. This organizational change permitted

the subsequent development of intake, processing, and

programing resources intra-regionally. Resources and

services were not nenipulated accordiri. to the-specific

characteristics of youngsters and communities within

districts and regions, rather than according to the

4 0



state's aggregate characteristics. In addition,

many new programs were begun in =amity settings,

and placerent types shifted fram two-fifths to three-fifths

cceirmity-based.

The assumptions of differential treatment theory resulted

in two broad developments: 1) the creation of Youth Service

Teams in caimmities across the State, with the tasks of

assessing youngsters' needs at intake, monitoring those

needs throughout the youngsters! contact with the

Division, and facilitating oontinued delivery of service

upon program capletion; and 2) the operationalization

of mem different kinds of intervention prograns in the

cominity and in non-community settings. The two key

components of differential theory were thus put 'in

place: Power to assess the needs of each youngster

coming to the Division, and the capacity to select

arrong many.different resource Ivailable.

Placement practices in the Division are guided by

the asstrptions that the least restrictive placement

possible should be selected within the youngster's

region (coumunity-based intervention) and the most

appropriate kind of service be delivered, again, as

close to "home" as possible (differential treatment).

These assumptions have guided program development

41. in the Division toward what can be considered

categories of objectives and long-term goals.
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3. Obiectives and Goals

Four categories of objectives are attadhed to all

Division programniNg. Broadly stated, these objectives

are:

1. The reduction of recidivism andior problem behavior

among youngsters serviced;

2. the enhancement of educational performance and

skills among youngsters;\

3. the enhancement of employability;

4. the inproveuent of self-esteem or self-image, and

conventional identification.

The long-term goals which these four categories of

objectilms can be ccnceptualized as leading to are:

1) protection of the public, and 2) rehabilitation of

youngsters. Measureuent of these goals amd assessment

of goal attainment are never the subjects of short-tem

evaluation; nevertheless, intervention uudels are

incomplete without their inclusion, since research designs

must rake their eventual examination into careful

consideration.

The assessuent of effectiveness and efficiency of

community-based programs represents an unusual opportunity

for action-research with.extensive researcher/planner/

renawr interaction, and thus an ideal occasion for

contribution to general kmowledge in the area of

delinquency Intervention, organizational change, and

policy development in the Division.

4 2
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A research design was developed around the following program

definition: "To rehabilitate juvenile delinquent and status

offenders and to Orotect the public by accorpliShing certain

treatment objectives thruugh tne restructuring of the procedures

of, and treatments and services administered by the Ntw Ybrk State

Division for Youth".

A program model was devised which consisted of four coupcments:

- The implementation of new procedures and treatments;

- The operation of the treatment programs;

- The attainment of treatment objectives, and

- The attainnent oelpng-range goals.

A graphic illustration of the model is depicted as follows:

Implementation
of new procedures
and prOgrans

Cperatian ofl
alternative
treatment 1

programs

Attainment
of

objectives 4

Goal
attainnent

4

qmplenentation Treatment Theory

Failure Failure Failure

st

The scope of the evaluation incluried:

- 'he placerent of youth - Who is referred to DET

and placed in whAt kind of program?
11

- Implementation of community-based nrograms - Is the

system wore accountable fol service delivery as a

result of coordinated staff efforts operating

within a regional structure?

13
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- Prooram innovations - (One example) - With the

establishment of *Educational Coordinator positions

Will the educational levels of youth improve which

will contribute to the attainment of short-range

objectives.

- Program evaluation - What works, how well, for what kinds

of yopngsters, under what circumstances?

- DFY goal attainment

Protect community

Reduce recidivism

Rehabilitate youth

The Research and Evaluation Unit has collected its data for

the initial phases of the research design. Utile Cleir efforts

focused on community-based programs in the target areas - Buffalo,

Syracuse, the Capital District, and New York City, non-community

based programs were also included in the study. Information an

intake assessuent data, program description data, staffing patterns,

description of program elements was collected. Three data collectian

instruments were utilized in gathering information relevant to

Phase I of the Research Project.

To measure social climate characteristics, the Research Unit

used Rudolph H. Mbos' Community-Oriented Program Environrent Scale

(C)PES) and his Correctional Institution Envirammt Scale (CIES)

*A position created to provide supportive educational
and counseling services to youth attending local
schools.
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for coimunity-based d non-couromity based program, respectively.

A program trilieu instnment was used in gathering youlgsters'

opinions and attitudes about certain program dimensions. The data

has been capture and is being processed for reporting. When the

report has been conpleted, the Division should have a data base to

assess the "efficiency" and "effectiveness" of its comamity-based

program.

15
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DIRECTIONS OF THE
DIVISICV FOR YOLTM

REHABILITATIVE PROGRAM

The administrative restructuring of the Division for Youth

which began in 1976 reflected a need to shape a supportive system

of quality service delivery for youth. Its conceptual roots lay

in the focus of children's needs emphasized by the former director,

Milton Luger, an0 elaborated by the current director, Peter Edelman.

These needs were translated into the riglt to quality care and the

right to as humanistic an experience within DFY programs as possible.

The administrative structure supporting these programs within

the Rehabilitation Services branch of the total agency was

characterized - prior to 1976 - by a network of program a

trators and managers responsible for the direct swervision o all

residential programs across the State. Placement and Gounselifig

Services, a branch of Rehabilitatiw §ervices, was also administered

statewide by a separate network of supervisory personnel and staff.

A critical problem for the agency was its inability to

respond effectively to the diversity of needs among youth coming

to DFY. DFY had a limited nurber of community-based and rural

(camp) beds, while it had 775 training school beds available in

eight separate facilities for youth adjudicated as either

Title III PINS or JDs. There existed wry little in the way of

cooperative placements within the private and voluntary sector,

and there were few resources available to establish diverse

program models to address the very specific needs of youth with

4 6
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particular problems.

The agency negotiated for and received two grants designed

to enhance the program/service options available to youth. The

Alternatives Grant and the Assessment Grant, both federally funded,

increased DFY's capacity to program for qlose youth not appropriate

for a training school setting, and created capability for quality

assessment of each youth's needs. Implementation of these two

grants commenced in early 1976.

The Division administration formulated a conceptual framework
f

from Which agency goals wuld emanate. These goals were based on

dhe reality of fiscal circumstances that precluded massive,

across-the-board additions for prOgramming and services to youth,

and on the clear need to revise the structure of supervisory

assigmmmnts for senior staff. The division advocated a system

that provided individual service planning for each youth who comes

to DFY's attentian.

Regionalization

The history of the Division for Youth is a history of change.

Fram an agency originally charged with limited responsibility for

assisting local comminities with youth recreation and the problems

of juvenile delinquency, DFY has merged as the major agency in

the state for dealing with "youth in trouble".

The addendum to the Division's 1976-77 Budeet Request

indicated that the new Director had charged the staff with the

responsibility tp:

Undertake a thorough review of the state of the

4 7
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Agency, the nature of the problems which face
us today, and the Division's ability to deal
effectively with these problems in the future.
The assessment of our rehabilitative efforts
is undertaken with the twin goals of our
progre foremost intdrud: first, to protect
sodety front those.youthuto oonstitute a
real threat to the safety and security of the
community and second, to provide the most
effective services possible to youth in our
care...Those propcsals farm the basis for a
new thrust in the Division's efforts to
provide a broad spectrun of services geared
to neet the needs of the individual youth
in our programs".

While the role for the agency has been an evolutionary one,

change over the last several years has been dramatic. Specifically,

DFY has:
*

(Please see clarifying note at the end of this chapter.)

- Closed its training schools at Hudson, Highland, Warwick

and its oenter at Overbrook and decreased the operating

capacities at Industry by 33%. These changed the

situation so that DFY operates only two facilities

with more than 100 youth in progran, the largest

of which is 120 beds.

- Opened or plans to open 175 new urban home beds

during fiscal years '75-'76 and '76-'77.

- Opened or plans tdopen 99 new youth developnent

center beds during this same two-year period.

- Sharply increased its capacity to deal with

Title III Jils requiring care within a secure setting.

- Developed a series of non-residential program

alternatives in keeping with the overall fiscal

and program mandate to remove Persons in Need of

Supervision "(PINS) from training schools.

IS
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- Increased foster care capacity from 300 to

390 beds.

- Broadmned contacts wdth the voltntary sector

for youth placed with the Division.

- Increased the'nmber of rural non-secure beds

by 80.

- Begun developing the capacity to assess youth

at intake and throughout their stay with the

Division.

All of these activities are taking place within the context

of five interrelated Division policy aims:

- LiciaCoaauBasePro. The Division is seeking

to place youth in the least restrictive program

possible, and either in, or as close as possible to,

their own comminity.

- Regu_Eli.sISItssiz. The nivision must place a small

number of youth in secure settings. Security is

required to protect the comaunity as well as to

provide an environment for intensive service for

the youth in qtestion.

- Continuity of Service. The Division musc develop a

continuum of services for youth placed with this

agency. After an adequate assessment of needs,

a youth may be noved from cne program to another

so that his/her needs at a particular tire are

best met. This progran cancept inplies that
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the Division is seekin to fit programs to the

needs of the yoLth um se rather than fit the

youth to existing and rigprograns. It further

implies that average lengthi\of stay in particular

facilities should Changp as the flow of service

for many youngsters substitutes a successive stay

in a cammity-based residential settimg for a

portion of the period that would have been spent

in a rural setting under the pre-existing sysomn.*

- Accountability. Ihe Division insists that staff

uust be accountable for the effectiveness of

programs and the delivery of services.

Accountability is essential to ensure the safety

of the community and to ensure that the needs

of youth are being met.

- Fiscal Reality. Ihe Division recognizes that it

leing called upon to do nnre for the youth it

serves at a time of limited fiscal resources. It

is, therefore, critical from a resource point of

view that DFY make the unst appropriate placement

from the beginning of a youth's stay with dhe

Divisian to the end. This economic reality is

heightened when one realizes that, consistent

with the appropriateness of a particular progran

for a particular youth, the less restrictive the

progi-am option is, the lower the cost of care for

that particular youth.
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The Division engeged in this review of its organization to

determdne the most effective means of ensuring that the five major

policy aims listed above are implemented. The major results of

this review are as follows:

- A regional structure, with staff directly involved

in the problems of particular areas of the state,

will provide the greatest possibility of ensteng

that :

- Youth are placed as.close to home as possible.

- Direct program accountability exists.

- Gaps in service will appear with greater clarity,

and steps to remedy themwill occur more

expeditiously.

- Continuity of service can best be obtained by

assigning responsibility for supervisory case

msnagement to an individual or team dharged

with the responsibility for following a youth's

progress from intake through a residential program

or a variety of such programs to post-residential

service and ultimately to discharge or through a

non-residential service such as day service or

independent living.

- The special needs of youth who require the most

restrictive program alternatives available in

the Division necessitate that, at least for the

interim, a separate organizational reporting

51
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relationship exists between these facilities and the

central administration of the agency.

The implementation of this reorganization will ensure that

the most oast effective type of programming is available to youth

served by the Division for Youth.

Regionalization provides the managerial and organizational

structure necessary to identify, develop, integrate and coordinate

services to youth, nnd to allow us to match the needs of youth with

specific programs. As indicated, the uakeup of the regions amd the

districts wes tuldertaken with both a geographic and commonality of

interest perspective. The districts are organized around major

uetropolitan areas which allows us to serve youth either in their

own communities or in surrounding counties whenever possible.

There are four major functions which are being undertaken at

the regional level.

a. Coordinated Service Eelivery System

DeNelop a coordinated service delivery system at the

regional, district and cocuunity levels. The vehicle to

accomplish this is a plan of service for each youth. This plan

is prepared, after assessment, by a Youth Service Team, which will

then remain respcnsible for the youth throughout his EFY experience.

The principle of Continuity of Service will focus the

responsibility for the youth on a particular Youth Service
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Worker, no matter whidh program ccuponent a youth may currently

be involved in. These davonents include facilities, Foster Care,

Aftercare, and all the various elements of the Altermatives Grant,

including day service. ,All of these activities are under the

3upervision of the Regional Office. Cther potential resources for

DFY youth include Detention and DFY Youth revelopment/relinquency

Prevention sponsored services, voluntary agencies, and other ccul-

munity res3urces. In order to accouplish coordinated service

delivery, four changes were necessary:

1. Responsibility for all Rehabilitative Service

programs within a geographic region was

centralized, under one individual.

2. We reorganized our previous Intake and

Aftercare staffs into Youth Service Mane.

These teams develop and implenent a plan

of service for eadh youth.

3. The Plan of Service is developed based

on an inproved assessment of the youth's

needs.

4. Major efforts;!!ay,e been undertaken to reach

out to appropriate resources for our youth

in the prtvate sector, including both the

voluntary agencies and other community

resources, and to programs funded through

the Division's Care and Maintenance and

YD/DP Local Assistance funds.
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b. Assessuent of Regional Needs and Resources

Assess the needs of the youth of the Region as they relate

to DFY Rehabilitative Services, coapare these needs with available

resources and then change existing prograns or design,and implement

new programs to meet these needs.

This seccnd major function of the Regional Office involves .

k

a wider assessuent of the neeaS of "youth in trotble" within each

district and region. Soae of the umjor gaps in our programming

capability are all too apparent, i.e., the paucity of different

treatment options for girls, the need for additional services for

youlger dhildren, specialized services for Indian youth, etc.

Homver, as the knowledge of dhe Regional staff increases con-

cerning the needs of their communities, with it is cooing an.

ability to foresee the needs of youth and to redirect current

programs or develop and implement new prograns to ueet these

needs. Each District has a Supervising Youth Division Gotnselor

assigned to the District (half of the item originally funded from

the Alternatives Grant) whose initial objectiNe is the implementation

of the range of services available in\his grant. However, reaching

beyond those services specifically identified'im this important

grant, this individual is responsible for the design and

inplementation of new programs within the district and the

coordination of the Youth Service Teams. The program inplerentor

reports to the District Supervisor. While the range of services

now available or contemplated in the Division for Youth is

probably as wide as any in the nation, ue aust continue to expand
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the limber of points on the contirmum of services in ordar to negate

the need to plabe a youth in a particular program for our needs,

rather than the youth's needs.

c.C'tvaluation of Re0.onal Programs

Evaluate all prograns in the Region on an ongoin,g basis to

monitor ccupliance with'standards amd dhe ability of the progam

to'continue to r e e t the needs of o u r y o u t h as outlined in B above.

This function is closely related to the requirement to

assess the needs of the youth of the Region and to change programs

or implerent new programs to met these needs. Obviously, a very

significant portion of this effort revolves around evaluating our

current programs (and,,those operated by private or local groups

/in order to ascertain their ability to meet the needs of the

youth being placed with the Division). The Program Implementors

are heavily involved in this effort along with additialal- staff

where necessary.

d. Coordination with Total DEY System

Provide necessary information to the Central Rehabilitative

Services Units in the Office of the Deputy Director for

Rehabilitative Services in order to allow for interregional

needs mad statewide planning where necessary. .

While we fully expect that the major thrust of our

effort to deliver necessary services to youth will be on 1)cal,

district, and regional levels, wv must also recognize chat the

Division for 'Outh has statewide responsdbilities. There will
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remain a number of functions which will require statewide coordina-

tion or, in some cases, statewide operation (i.e., the current
ri

training school system). It is also clearly not our inLent to

develop four distinct mini-DM which operate in total autonomy,

both from central direction and frpm each other. Rather, ue have

developed procedures and systems which udll ensure maxi= flexi-

bility and a great deal of interregional coo;eration in those cases

where youth must be placed in programs in other regions.

Directions in early 1977.

As of this writing, nearly two years later, current trends
in the LW and placement patterns have necessitated the
addition of over 200 beds for serious juwnile delinquents
not planned in early 1977. The bulk of these udll be open
by or before April 1, 1979. These include utilization of
the Highland and Overbrook sites. Another 150 secure beds
are in a planning phase.
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VI. CONCLUDING STATEMENTS

A. DFY - JUVENILE JUSTICE OR CHILD CARE

Is DFY a child care aoency or a Juvenile Justice Agency or a

oomLinatiOn of both?

The basic tenet of a child care system is that children differ

from adults in responsibility and that more of an attitude of

huasnity ghould, therefore, characterize scciety's dealing with

youthful violatcas of the law. La dealing with juveniles workers

attempt to be mderstanding and provide guidance and protection

rather than criminal responsibility, guilt or punishrtent.

A, Juvenile Justice orientation is similar to the Criminal

Justice System in the following ways:

- The system Trust discern between serious offenses

and chranic offenders as opposed to less serious

offenses and offenders.

- The system must distinguish between different

levels of offenses and offenders and provide

for different kinds of processing and

disposition.

- The system must focus on those small number

of cases that involve serious offenses by

chronic offenders.

The syster2 described above is often refer:ed to as a triage system.
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One of the main problems that DFY faced after the Ellery C.

court decision was the separation of youdh adjudicated as "Persons

in Need of Supervision" and "Juvenile Delinquents". Within the

context of a juvenile justice system, the systemmust discern

between different levels of offenses and offenders and provide for

different kinds of processing and disposition. "The PINS judicial

category is written into the laws of forty-one states, and Children

who are assigned to it occupy, according to one estimate, as much

as forty-two percent of the caseload of juvenile courts"c9)

.Adding to this problem is the position of the parents. The parents

of a delinquent child will defend himPher and attempt to divert

andior prevent the youth from entering the juvenile justice system

whereas the parent of a PINS youth is att-_,..;:ing to place the youth

and is looking for the law to rescue him

The Agency attempts to protect society from those youth who

constitute a real threat to the saZety and security of the

community on the one hand, and on the other hand, an attempc is

made to provide the most effective services possible to youth in

its care.

Rather than determining whether DTY is a Juvenile Justice

Agency (whidh, legally apd administratively, it is) or a Child

Ca Agency (which, functionally, it is), a case might be made

for viewing the issue from a juvenile justice system m)del

perspective; that is, does DFY approximate more closely a "crime

control" model (which emphasizes protection of the public) or a

"rehabilitative" model (which emphasizes helping the offender

become a non-offender), or is DFY a synthesis of both models?
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What are the issues facing an agency udth, essentially, rehabilitative

functions in a legislative atmosphere that is becoming increasingly

more crime-coritrol oriented?

Let us look at another state's Juvenile/Corrections System.

CALIFORNIA YOUTH AUTHORITY

The California Youth Authority (CYA) operates institutions

handling about 4,500 youth betueen the ages of 13 and 25. The

institutions include two reception centers, eight institutions and

five forestry canps. The institutions range in size from 250 to

1,100 beds. In addition, the Youth Authority supervises 8,500

young people on parole, and operates a variety of community

corrections projects and parole centers around the state.

The California Youth Authority has entire institutions devoted

to such treatment methods as behavior modification and transactional

analysis. Other institutions or parts of institutions emphasize

academic schooling, vocational training, drug treatment and

psychiatric counseling. The enphasis on the Youth Authority's

program characteristics lies in the following program conponents:

Reception Centers (one in northern California and

one in southern California) Each youth coaaitted

to the Youth Authority is renanded to the reception

center for a period of dhree weks for diagnosis

and assessuent before placenint.

A Parole Board oversees each client and makes

the determinations as to discharge.

Clients can renain with the Youth Authority

until age 25.
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The Youth Authority (State) programs for

serious offenders only (comparable to

New York State jumenile delinquents).

Less serious offenders are handled at

the local.and county levels.

The California legislature'passed legislation in July of

1978 enacting a County Justice Subvention Program
10)

The Legislative intent of the Subvention Program is surmarized

as follows:

It is the intent of the Legislature to protect society from

crime and delinquency by: (a) assisting counties in mahntaining

and inproving local criminal justice systems, (b) encouraging

greater selectivity in the kinds of juvenile and adult offenders

retained in the community, (c) assisting counties in reducing the

number of offenders reentering the local crindnal justice systens,

(d) protecting and caring for children and youth who are tn need

of services as a result of truancy, running away and being beyond

the oantrol of their parents, and (e) assisting counties in

providing appropriate services and facilities for such children

and youth.

The California Juvenile Justice System functions on two

levels - County (local) and State. The State handles the nret

difficult youthful offenders. It encourages the localities to

provide services for youth who can better be handled in facilities

operated at that level. The California Youth Authority, which

is DFY's counterpart, in general handles clients utho have been

adjudicated as juvenile delinquents.
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Is there a ml.ddle ground?

It is at this point that ue should exardne the missions and

goals of the Minnesota State System. The Minnesota System is or

was defined at the time the artic1e(11) was wmitten (1975) as a

Justice Mbdel, justice for the victim. The underlying concept of

the system is that rehabilitation must take place in the cantext

of justice. The most basic right of an offender is not to be

locked up if he can be safety handled in the coaaunity. Rehabili-

tation and Therapy have nothing to do with Justice and Safety.

In Minnesota only after a jumenile has exhausted all the county

alternatives is he sent away to a state institution.

The Mission Statenent of the Minnesota System is umitten as

follows -- "Justice is the central virtue Bar all public institu-

tions and programs. The majority of juvenile offenders (less

serious) are provided services at the county level. Every person

is entitled to the most extensive basic liberty to the degree that

it does not violate and is compatible with like liberty for others.

It follows that udth few exceptions, curtailment of freedam should

be limited to the degree of oontrol necessary for the protection

of others from the offen.&r. Control beyond the degree necessary

for this purpose is a violation of the offenders's rights".

'Rehabilitation efforts are directed toward restoration. It

is difficult to restore anything to a previous state (assumption

here is that the previous state was adequate and functioning) which

is non-existent. In most instances, perhap, habilitation is a

Imre appropriate intervention strategy for DEN's clients. In any

ewnt, habilitation and rehabilitation efforts are directed at our

clients.
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t

B. TowarA a Unified System of Juvenile Justice and Child Care

A long-ternt objective of the Division is a unified system of

Child Care and Juvenile Justice which coordinates and plans resources

in both the public and private sector.

The Division for Youth has focused increasing concern and

attention on the entire range of non-State agencies whidh provide

services to youth. While the Division has had an ongoing long-

term relationship with local agencies providing local youth services

and recreation projects through its 310 year old Youth Development

amd Delinquency Prevention program, it is only in the last several

years that the Division has established a coordinated effort to

impact on the three najor components of the service system for

youth: (1) local youth devel!yment and delinquency prevention

(which serves the general youth population); (2) local detention

services; and (3) voluntary agency treatment programs.

A number of developments have facilitated or mandated the

Division's present role:

legislation creating financial incentives for °aunty-

wide comprehensive planning for youth services (1974);

- Federal mandates for renoval of status offenders (PINS)

from "corrRctional facilities", which includes secure

detention (1974);

Legislation requiring the Divistan to monitor agencies

receiving reimbursement for care of PINS and JDs (1976);

- Federally funded study of detention needs, identified

issues and problens requiring a unified coordinated

Statewide approach (1977);
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- Legislation giving the Division coordinate responsibility

with the State Department of Social Services for the

supervision of voluntary agencies caring for a significant

number of PINS and JDe (1977);

- Concern with the Ladk of appropriate community-based

program (non-residential as well as residential) tor

many children currently being institutionalized;

- Recognition of the need fot State and county governments

(as purchasers of service) to exercise influence on

the services to be offered by voluntary agencies.
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In seeking to create the most effective mix of State, local

and volultary progcaurning focused cn the needs of the court-

involved and the general youth population, the Division continues

to utilize the proven ooncepts of State-local partnership which

have been successful in the YD/DP program.

The major program directions which the Local Assistance

staff is pursuing include:

- installation of the ccaprehensilim planning process

in all courities and New York City, and utilization

of coaprehensive planning as a neans of inproving

the uanagement and planning of all youth services

within a coulty;

- redirection of local and State reiources to ueet

the highest priority needs of youth, based on

local initiative and recognition of service gaps;

- further developuent of local non-secure detention

resources to provide the least restrictive and

nost constructive services possible for ytuth

requiring this type of care, and ensuring the

availability of secure detention for all counties,

Aare this type of care is required;

- increased involvement with counties and voluntary

child-care agencies to increase coomunity-based

residential and non-residential alternatives to

institutionalization and to increase the range

of services available for hard-to-place youth.
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To accomplish the Division's long term goal of a unified system

of Juvenile Justice and Child Care, the following areas should be

coordinated:

Comprehensive Planning

Coaprehensive planning is a complicated process requiring

knowledge not only of local government structure but also that of

a wide range of services and programs directed at serving youth

in each individual county.

Each County Comprehensive Plan is part of an ongoing process

which does not end with the Publishing of the Plan. Each county's

plan aust be revised and expanded each year.

Several stages are involved in development of the comprehen-

sive planning processand the preparation of the initial planning

agreement (the aajor component of the comprehensive plan):

- Establishment of a Youth Board, a citizen group

responsible for policy and executive leadership;

- Establishment of a Youth Bureau, an administrative

agency responsible for determining youth needs and

planning and coordinating youth services (smaller

counties can have a part-time unit or the Youth

Board may be responsible for comprehensive planning);

Preparation of preliminary survey of youth services

and needs within the county;

Formation of a planning committee broadly

representative of various services and

community interests;
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- Ccapletion of the planning agreement which

describes the program directions and funding

priorities.

Through the comprehensive couity planning structure, youth

service needs will be identified, priorities will be established and

directions will be set for the dewlopment of youth programs at the

county level.

Voluntary Agencies

The Divisicn for Youth's first involvement with the\voluntary

ehild-care sector was initiated in 1971 when DFY was statutorily

required (Section 529 of the Executive Law) to share in the cost

of care, maintenanee and supervision of PINS and JDe placed in

privately operated child-care facilities. The Division's Local

Assistance appropriation provides State aid funds to reimburse

local social services districts 50% of the net cost of this care.

Ln early 1976, dhe Division, recognizing that voluntary

agencies provided an array of programs which could serve some

children who had traditionally been placed in State facilities,

approached and implemented with the Council of Voluntary Child

Care Agercies a new cooperative placement program in which Division

youth could be referred to a voluntary agency, where appropriate.

Enabling legislation was also passed in 1976 requiring that counties

assume financial responsibility for chose youth placed by DFY in

voluntary agencies. In concert wiLh representatives of the voluntary

agencies, the Division subsequently developed and negotiated a

aodel contract which delineated the responsibilities of the Division

and the participating voluntary agencies.
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The cooperative placeuent approach has enableq, the Division

to capitalize an existing resources and dhild care programs, thereby

expandiNg the range of options from which the Youth Service Teams

can choose uten selecting the uost beneficial program for youngsters

in the custody if DFY.

In dhe first eight months of 1978, 133 Division youth Isere

placed into 40 voluntary agencies. It is anticipated that by the

end of the year, dpproximately 200 Division youth will ham been

served in the cooperative placeuent program.

While the cooperative placement program may be readhing its

maximum level upstate, the program is not fully available to

Ned York City youth in the custody of the Division. lbe com-

plexities of the NewYotk City child-care system and the current

financial prccedures permit the Divisicn to place New Yotk City

youth only in those voluntary agencies which have a contract with

the City for child-care services; non-contract agencies cannot

be utilized. As a result, upstate chil&care facilities and other

therapeutic communities =not be utilized to provide services to

New York City youth.

In fact, the upstate agencies dhat have expressed an

interest in serving a limited nurber of New York City youth have

dane so contingent upon utilizing the Division's cooperative

placement contract, which is already in effect, rather than get

in-volved in the Ned York City contractual process. With stabiliza-

tion of the program upstate, more intensive efforts can and will

now be directed toward establishing procedures enabling the

Division to utilize non-oantract agencies for Nod York City youth.
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To aid the Division for Youth in fulfilling its reimburserent

responsibilities for PINS and delinquents in voluntary agencies,

the Legislature, in 1976, authorized WY to "visit, tweet and

monitor" voluntary agencies. The capabilJA7i,to ronitor those

agencies servtRg PINS and delinquents was enhanced:by legislation

passed in 1977 whiCh transferred the role of supervising the

voluntary agencies from the Board of Social Welfare to the State

repartment of Social Services in conjunction with other S:ate

agencies. In accordance with an agreemem between the nepartment

of Social Services and the Division for Youth, the responsibility

for monitoring those agencies serving a "significant" number of

court related youth, i.e., a% or more of program population,

will be shared by the vdo State agencies. It was subsequently

determined that the Division uvuld bear conjoint supervisory

responsibilitieS for 35 voluntary agencies throughout the State.

Reoognizing the need to work toward a unified State system

of child care, DFY established a liaison committee with the

New York State Council of Voluntary Child 'Care Agencies which

provides a regular forun to discuss child care issues of mutual

concern. The initial meeting was held in November 1976; to date,

the liaison coumittee has met twelve times. While providing a basic

framework for interaction between the public and private child-

care sector, the committee has dealt with aajor issues related to

new legislation, deinstinzionalization of PINS offender, the

scandards of payment process and joint planning efforts.
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The liaison ccamittee was instrumental in establishiAg the

cooperative placeme:-t program and helping to ensure its success.

And above all, the ccamittee has helped to solidify a working

reLationship between the Division and the voluntary sector.

Rehabilitative Servicei and Local Assistance

The Division has made a major effort to foster cooperative

efforts between the Local Assistance field staff and the

Rehabilitative Services field operations. In a nurber of areas,

youth councils have been established which provide a coaranications

link between Rehabilitative Services prograns and the operators

of programs funded through Local Assistance appropriations.

Enhancement of the cooperative relationship will take place when

the Local Assistance field structure is made parallel with the

regional structure of the Rehabilitative Services operation.

The major acconplishment of the comprehensive planning

process will be in providing a rational method of defining \,olth

service needs within each county and of setting priorities and

directives for further developnent of youth programs which neet

these needs and reflect a consensus of the citizens, agencies and

calamities. The Division's field staff will be instrumental in

helping localities develop and translate its plans into a more

effective mix of services.

Public School System

The Statewide Youth Advocac Project
(12)

has published a

report an the schools and its effect an their clients. The focus of

the project was on under-schooling and how it affects the lives of

children. The message is clear - schools nust learn to support and

assist children in trouble.
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An ounce of preventian is worth more than a pound of cure.

Mbre efforts will have to be directed toward prevention if

spciety is going to effectively worl'with its "at risk juvenile

population".

The Stateaide Youth Advocacy Project is undertaking the

Juvenile Justice System in New York State as its next project.

A quote taken fran the newsletter of the Schoo.:. Advocacy

Ftoject states the position of the advocates as they undertake

r
the task of studying the juvenile justice system --

"It has become increasingly obvious that the
children Tahan advocates see as suspendees, as truants,
or as- pushouts and dropouts have often entered the first
level of the juvenile justice system. Both they, and
especially those who have already been adjudicated PDS
and delinquents, suffer froulinadequate representation
and thus are threatened with removal from hare, family,
and oomnanity. These and a variety of other actions
are undertaken supposedly 'fbr the good of the dhild',
but ha reality serve more often to punidh than to
treat".

In the years ahead, the Division will attenpt to establish

a coordinative rechanism consisting of the liaisan conrittee of

the Division and the-Council of Voluntary Child-Care Agencies to

focus on the issues of carnunity-based programing vs. ins.,:itu-

tionalization of PINS and delinquent youth, to standardize and

streaaaine referral and intake procedures, to expedite the placerent

process, to promote flexible arrangerents among voluntary agencies,

to permit sharing of resources and expertise, and to develop criteria

for placerent in institutions, group hones, foster hones and non-

residential programs.
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The purpose of this paper is an attempt to place the evolution

of the Agency in perspective, particularly in light of today's social-

political climate. The Division has evolved from its inception as

a Youth Service Commission in 11'45 to a major State agency with a

primary responsibility to provide services to youth. It functions

as the State's arm for funding local yauth developrent and

delinquency prevention programs on the one hand,?d-aft the other

hand, it operates rehabilitative programs for-Nvenile offenders.

Prowth, expansion, mergers, legislation, organization and reorganiza-

tion have been factors that have impacted the philosophies, policies

and directicns of an agency that has been in existence for thirty-

three years. It is time to reassess, analyze, and re-evaluate the

Agency's mission within the context of the present day envilonment

of juvenile justice and child care issues and practices.

A
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